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T

hese days we have gurus
for everything – cooking
gurus, management gurus,
as well as spiritual gurus. It is not
surprising as the word ʻguruʼ
simply means ʻteacherʼ or ʻdis‑
peller of darknessʼ. Anyone who
enlightens us about any topic
can be called a guru.
What about in the field of spiri‑
tuality? Swami Vivekananda said,
“The Guru is the bright mask
which God wears in order to
come to us. As we look steadily
on, gradually the mask falls off
and God is revealed.” This sounds
so noble, whereas gurus do not
always appear noble. Some have
bad press, and many people see
spirituality as a commercialized
business of yoga merchants
charging seekers for enlighten‑
ment or breathing exercises.
My first guru, Ram Chandra of
Shahjahanpur, always said God is
not for sale. Back in the 1940s,
he wrote about gurus in his book
Reality at Dawn: “Generally, peo‑
ple select anyone for the pur‑
pose, without any regard to his
capabilities or worth. … The dis‑
ciple‑hunters are not wanting.
They are as numerous as the
leaves of a tree, for to most of
them gurudom is a very prof‑
itable job that can secure enor‑
mous income, which they cannot
otherwise earn.
Besides, they command the
highest respect and personal
service from their disciples. The
ignorant masses thus fall a ready
prey to these self‑seeking profes‑
sionals.”
So if you are a seeker wanting
guidance for your inner journey,
what should you look for?
You will find the full range of
quality among gurus today, from
quacks and charlatans to
inspired, experienced teachers of
calibre, who can take a seeker to
the Ultimate state. In between
there are those who lecture and
teach from books, and those who
offer practices without the back‑
ing of spiritual essence.
Spiritual realization is the
awakening of the soul, and this
results from practical training.
Knowledge on its own is of little
use. A guru of calibre connects a
seeker with God and removes the
obstacles and intricacies that
block the path. As we continue
on the journey we pass through
various chakras and the interven‑
ing spaces between them, and at
times the conditions become slip‑
pery, requiring a push from the
guru to move us forwards.
Moving from one yogic chakra to
another always changes the state
of consciousness, whether one
goes up or down the ladder of
chakras.
The failure of many teachers is
due to their inability to transmit
the conditions that are found at
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On choosing a guru
Sensible yet profound advice from the fourth in the line of Raja Yoga Masters in
the Sahaj Marg system of spiritual practice of Shri Ram Chandra Mission. Born
in Gujarat, Daaji lived in New York for many years and is now based in India.
the different stages on the path.
A real teacher gives the true
impulse to awaken the soul and
supports our journey on the path
of realization. The result is a
superfine state of perfect tran‑
quillity and moderation in com‑
plete harmony with nature.
The power of transmission is a
yogic attainment of a very high
order, by which a yogi infuses
Godly essence and removes any‑
thing unwanted or detrimental to
spiritual progress. He can trans‑
mit to those around him, and to
those who are far away.
Transmission changes the entire
nature of a person.
Every guru has his own level of
attainment and elevation, so
when we attach ourselves to a
guru we can attain the corre‑
sponding elevation.
A guru is fit only when he does
not entertain the slightest
impression of being a guru. If
there is even a hint, it indicates a
feeling of self‑importance or
greatness. As long as the idea of
self‑importance remains in the
heart, he remains separate from
the rest of the Godly kingdom.
How then can he help others
connect with Reality? It is ego of
the worst type, whereas the real
Master creates masters!
Ultimately, God is the real guru,
but as it is difficult for us to con‑
nect with God we seek the help
of a fellow being who is connect‑
ed with the Ultimate.
The ideal guru remains the
humblest servant of God, serving
humanity in the name of the
Divine.
A true guru is free from any
personal motive, selfish interest,
or feeling of pride or greatness.
He is selfless, filled with pure
love, without need for name,
fame or money. He can access
the farthest possible limit and
has the power of yogic transmis‑
sion.
How to select a guru? Imagine
a scenario where you are seated
by the fire, do you feel its
warmth? With the same logic,
ask yourself, “Does his associa‑
tion promote a feeling of peace
and calmness in me, if he is him‑
self at peace at least?” Also, when
you are with him, are the restless
tendencies of your mind silenced
without any weight or effect
upon it? If so, he is fit to lead you
on the path.
May your spiritual quest be ful‑
filled.
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AMLESH D. PATEL is
known widely as Daaji.
His teachings arise from
his personal experience on the
path of Heartfulness, while
reflecting his deep spirit of
inquiry and respect for the
worldʼs great spiritual tradi‑
tions and scientific advance‑
ments. Daaji practised pharma‑
cy in New York City for over
three decades before being
named the successor in a centu‑
ry‑old lineage of spiritual mas‑
ters. Fulfilling the many duties
of a modern‑day guru, he trav‑
els widely, extending his sup‑
port to spiritual seekers every‑
where. A self‑professed student
of spirituality, he devotes much
of his time and energy to
research in the field of con‑
sciousness and spirituality,
approaching the subject with
scientific methodology – a prac‑
tical approach that stems from
his own experience and mas‑
tery in the field.

T

he turbulence of the modern world has per‑
meated into many of our hearts, causing us
to live without a sense of purpose or fulfill‑
ment. The order of the day is for each of us to
reclaim our birthright of inner peace, joy, and ful‑
fillment.
Through ʻThe Heartfulness Wayʼ, Daaji, the spiri‑
tual master who humbly considers himself yet a
seeker, takes us through the practical aspects of
the Heartfulness System of Meditation with Yogic
Transmission, as he prepares us to embark on the
exhilarating journey deep into ourselves in pursuit
of the profound and unfathomable stillness, peace,
and joy of a silent heart.
Considered a “must‑read” by Dr. Sanjay Gupta of
CNN fame, the Heartfulness Way releases in the
United States on June 1 and can be pre‑ordered at
http://theheartfulnessway.com/us/

